STUCCO LIME PLASTER
Our Stucco Lime Plaster derives its name from
its local usage in Europe and America. This
product range is created to deliver natural and
rustic effects authentically. For people who seek
homes with a rustic charm, for spaces that need
to complement their backdrop, for a decorous
ambience and otherwise, for a graceful and
tranquil effect in any space, the Stucco range of
products are a compelling choice. This product
range has the potential to make any space seem
like a natural extension of its surroundings.

It's larger aggregates impart strength to withstand natural vigour. These aggregates
vary from slightly sparkling or absolutely matte to suit your preferences. These can be
used indoors as well as outdoors as per your requirement. Normally they measure
upto 2mm in thickness but can be made up to 5 mm thick if needed. This attribute
makes it ideal for multilayer stencils or banding applications. From the rustic charm of
a natural stone to the dynamism of concrete, these products can deliver a range of
earthy and restful effects on any space.
We have created a wide range of options in terms of designs, textures and colours to
enable you to unleash your creativity. You can weave mysticism in a space by an
imaginative use of undulating colours with organic patterns of the Stucco Lime Plaster.
You can make any space intriguing with a discerning use of a range of visual effects
that these products deliver while maintaining their smooth finish. For a deliberate
impact, you can choose actual physical textures like a drag, lines, travertine, pitted,
honed, bricks etc.
The Stucco Lime Plaster is available in any colour from White to jet Black. You can
choose from a palette of 25 shades of Grey to play with. With darker colours, you can
enhance the visual appeal of the textures you choose. With lighter colours you can
create a subtle impact. The Stucco Lime Plaster delivers best results when used in
earthy colours like Grey, Yellow and Umber.
Stucco Lime Plaster can blend effortlessly with their surroundings. Besides, with
limestone as the principle ingredient stucco range delivers all the natural benefits of
limestone. Stucco Lime Plaster offers a riveting combination of grace and durability.
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